Terms of trade
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to the section “Book online”.
Choose the desired package.
Please read the description of the package.
Pay the prepay on mobilepay or use the bank account. The prepay is not
refundable when you cancel the photo session. You can change your date
in one month. The photographer does not guarantee available time. If the
photographer is changing the time of the photo session you can choose if
you want to get back the prepay or accept the new appointment.
5. You will receive a confirmation sent to your e-mail.
Prices
1. All prices include 25% VAT. The prices are only valid within Denmark's
borders.
The Process
1. PHOTOGRAPHER will deliver the gallery with chosen photos no later than 30 working
days after THE SHOOT.
2. The CLIENT gets an online gallery with watermarks on the pictures with ZALAMO
gallery. In the gallery the client should choose a number of pictures according to the
package. The customer is not allowed to copy pictures from the gallery, before the
transaction happens.
3. THE PHOTOGRAPHER deliver photos to CLIENT no more than 30 working
days after the customer chooses and makes payment clear.
4. The CLIENT can decide to give the permission to PHOTOGRAPHER to use CLIENT’S
image or likeness in any and all forms of media for commercial purposes, advertising, trade,
personal use, or any and all other uses. Therefore, PHOTOGRAPHER may use CLIENT’S
likeness and image on PHOTOGRAPHER’S website or other advertising.
5. CLIENT understands and agrees that PHOTOGRAPHER is not required to
maintain copies of the chosen photos from this shoot 30 days after the photos have
been delivered to CLIENT.
6. PHOTOGRAPHER is not responsible for the quality and colors of the prints made by
another photographer.
7. CLIENT is able to order extra prints from a PHOTOGRAPHER for an additional fee:
● 13x18 20kr/1

●
●
●
●

20x30 60kr/1
30x45 160kr/1
50x70 200kr
60x90 250kr

Delivery of the prints
1. Shipping depends on the chosen delivery method. You are welcome to
pick up the pictures at the photographer's place or desire to send the prints
with DAO or Postnord. The price is 43kr.

